
Reception MTP- Spring 1

Areas of focus
PSED
*sharing and turn taking
*Use challenges in class, to encourage resilience.
*Make learning skills visible to children, so they
understand their learning.
*How health contributes to well being
*Recognising others’ feelings and emotions and talk
about their own.
* ten ten-

Communication and language
*develop vocabulary through word aware
*Ask the children why questions
*Listen to others and pay attention to what they are
saying
*daily stories and poems, to join in with and talk
about. Repeat familiar stories often.
*begin to connect and describe ideas, by telling
stories verbally

Physical
*develop control over every day objects ie scissors
*Fundamental gross movements of agility and static
balance - real PE
*Develop fine motor skills and letter formation
*Developing awareness of health and exercise
*develop grip and pinch strength
*Develop finger strength and dexterity

Literacy
* blending and segmenting
* begin phase 3 phonics and consolidate phase 2
*Begin to compose stories using story language, in
helicopter stories
* retell stories and talk about them
* write messages using  some phase 2 sounds,or CVC
words, including drawing club
* reading phase 2 and 3 tricky words, no, go, I, the, to
he, she we, me, be was my you they here all, are
*spelling phase 2 tricky words no, go, I, the, to

Maths
*subitise within 5 conceptually-every week
*develop 1:1 correspondence, to 10 and beyond
*composition of numbers to 5
*comparing sets and using words fewer and more,
including 1 more and 1 less
recognising numerals and matching to amount
* time
*comparing mass and capacity

UW
*Discussing and comparing  our families and traditions
at Christmas
*Comparing Christmas / New Year's traditions around
the world
*Compare our country to another-North Pole?
*notice changes outside-ice, frost, the first signs of
spring
* Cookery
*Exploring Chinese new year
*Valentines traditions

EAD
*Exploring and using collage techniques and skills
*Exploring simple sculpture
techniqueshttps://www.accessart.org.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2020/08/print-at-home-clay-play.pdf
*Constructing and building in response to stories
*Exploring instruments and keeping a beat
*recreating stories through small world, role play and
puppet shows.

Children's interests to consider
*Dinosaurs
*Emergency services
*hairdressers
*princesses
*Trains / vehicles/planes

Significant Events

*Chinese New Year (1st Feb)j
*Queen's platinum jubilee (6th Feb)
*Valentines Day (14th Feb)



Week
beginning

Phonics
phase 2 and 3

Maths Drawing Club Physical / PE RE RSE Understanding
the World

EAD

3-1 phase 2 recap
and blending

skills

zero Comparing
Christmas and New

years traditions

Agility / ball
chasing

Finger control

Topic 4:
Celebrating -

Jesus as a
young boy.

Unit 3:
Emotional
Well-Being

I like you like

Comparing
Christmas and

New years
traditions

collage materials
Jolly music

10-1 s a t p i n m d

j v w x

comparison of
numbers

Comparing our
country to other
countries, using
Lost and Found

Agility / ball
chasing

Finger strength
and dexterity

Topic 4:
celebrating -

Jesus as a
young boy.

Unit 3:
Emotional
Well-Being

Good feelings
bad feelings

Comparing our
country to other

countries
Polar bears?
Penguins?

collage materials
Jolly music

17-1 g o c k

y z zz qu ch

composition of
numbers

up to 5 or up to
10

Agility / call
chasing

Grip strength

Topic 4:
celebrating -

Jesus as a
young boy.

Unit 3:
Emotional
Well-Being
lets get real

Exploring ice and
melting

collage materials
https://www.acc
essart.org.uk/ani
mal-habitats-an-
ecological-mural-
of-planet-earth/

24-1

sh th
(unvoiced) th
(voiced) ng

representing
number  and
recognising
numerals

Penguin by Polly
Dunbar

Dance - artistry,
partnering,

circles, shapes

Pinch strength

Topic 4:
Celebrating -

birthdays,
christmas,

chinese new
year.

Unit 4: Life
Cycles

Session 1:
Growing Up

sculpture and
construction
techniques

response to
music

31-1 ck e u r

ai ee igh oa

comparing
mass

Dragon themed
book

Dance - artistry,
partnering,

circles, shapes
Object

manipulation

Topic 5:
Gathering -
The Church

Unit 1:
Religious

Understanding
Session 1:

Role Model

Chinese new year sculpture
techniques
response to

music

7-2 h b f ff l ll ss
oo (short) oo
(long) ar or

comparing
capacity

The Queens
Knickers

Dance - artistry,
partnering,

circles, shapes
Hand division

Topic 5:
Gathering -
The Church

Queens Jubilee
Valentines

sculpture
techniques
response to

music

https://www.tentenresources.co.uk/relationship-education-subscribers/the-programme/eyfs-mod1/session1-growing-up/
https://www.tentenresources.co.uk/relationship-education-subscribers/the-programme/eyfs-mod2/session1role-model/

